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Halifax West High School 
March 17, 2014 at 7:00pm 

 
 

PRESENT:    Debbie Metherall, Andrea Briand, Kelly Nichols, Julie Gibson,  
                      Kim Acorn, Mary Lynn Vantassel, Ken Rutley, Sara Walker, Jim Melvin,  
                      Joanne Faryniuk, Andrea Coish, John Nisbet, May Elsherif, Jackie Ashford Ray, 
                      Jan Gentile-Nugent, Jo-Lynn Fenton, Lori Shea, Jean St.Amand, 
                       Lynn Douglas, Derek Carter, Brad Chisholm 
 
REGRETS: Stephanie Bird, Lynn Corkum, Bill Forsyth  
 
  
STAFF: Jill McGillicuddy  
             Harvey Beaton  
             Jerry Thibeau  
 
FACILITATOR: Terry Wadden 
 
 
 
  
   
 

AGENDA/ADDED ITEMS 

Agenda reviewed as circulated.  

 

 

1. PREVIOUS MINUTES – MARCH 3RD 

 

Scenario 4 clarification:    On page 3 of the previous minutes, please add “with catchment 
boundaries unchanged”. 

 

It was moved and seconded to approve the changes to the minutes. Motion carried. 
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2. PARK WEST SCENARIOS 

 

It was asked if the committee has the mandate to change grade configuration instead of boundaries. 
Staff clarified that the initiation document for this Boundary Review included a motion by the 
governing Board that spoke to grade reconfiguration.  The Facilitator also confirmed that this is 
within the scope of the committee.  

 

Scenario 1 (Grade reconfiguration to a P-6. Grades 7-9 move to FJHS. 278 move.): The Facilitator 
reminded the committee to keep student transition in mind as it is a key factor. Transition support is 
needed for both sending and receiving schools. He also added to consider what is a sensible timeline 
for implementation for any decision made and the supports that will be needed. For example, what 
do the schools look like after receiving extra children and what do the classes look like? The 
Facilitator reported that he toured FJHS and met with the Vice Principal – there would need to be 23 
homerooms. FJHS, if scenario 1 was the preferred scenario, would have 23 homerooms, would also 
have a separate learning center, a separate resource room, a band/music room, a full tech ed room, 
a full computer lab with a second to be located in the library, an art room, Industrial Arts 
(woodshop) room, a textiles/foods lab, two lunch rooms, a breakfast room, double gym, and an 
extra classroom. This was done with real numbers. The Vice Principal did a grade configuration 
based on outgoing and incoming students and the classes would be: English: Five grade 7 classes at 
26 students each, Five grade 8 classes with 4 classes at 29 and one at 30,six grade 9 classes with 5 
classes at 26 and one at 27. In French there would be three at grade 7 classes with 25 students, two 
at grade 8 classes with 25 students and two at grade 9 with 35 in one class and 36 in the other. In 
reference to the criteria outlined in the policy, the facilitator further commented on the following: 

 

 The facilitator said: 

 

 Long term viability (5 years):  Yes, there is long term viability 

 Enrolment trend/potential growth:  numbers not exceeding 687 in 5 years.   

 Use of space that is disused due to enrolment decline:   

                      Plenty of space at FJHS without impacting on programming.  

o FJHS offering 5 electives currently. PW currently offering 3 out of 5 electives.  

o FJHS does have an elevator for children with mobility issues.  
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o Also will retain the English alternative language centre which houses YMCA support 
people.   

 Optimum utilization of facilities:  based on reconfiguration plans, students could still 
experience all electives and both buildings would be able to use their space to the utmost 
for program delivery. Overcapacity is not an optimum use of facilities and program delivery.   

 Policy C.010/Diversity:  currently have GW and Rockingham bussed for French Immersion. 
Some PW residents already going to FJHS for French Immersion.  

o It was reiterated that the transition must be clear for sending and receiving schools 
within a reasonable time frame in order to do it correctly.  

 Impact on affected students and communities: This is a shift for sure as any change is. It was 
noted that HRSB has a solid transition planning process and it would be maximized to its 
fullest. It was noted that the Park West community already send approximately 100 
students to FJHS for French Immersion. This could also encourage more students to take 
French Immersion as they would be in the building anyway. 

 Impact on delivery of programs:  no impact on FJHS program offerings. FJHS has a fabulous 
facility to a wide range of programs.  

 Family of schools/structure of the Board:   stays the same/no impact.  

 Clarity & consistency of boundary:  very clear.  

 Student transportation & safety:  No decision should impact on the safety of kids. Without 
investigating, reasonable to assume most if not all kids would be getting the bus however 
the transportation policy would be followed where students who live 3.6 kms. from the 
school would be eligible for transportation. At no time will the Board put anyone at risk due 
to a Boundary Review. Facilitator said transportation can be added as part of the 
recommendation to the governing Board. 

There was discussion on lunch facilities – it was confirmed that it is possible to have staggered lunch 
breaks with the additional children.  

There was a question about sport teams - FJHS already has volley ball teams that have children from 
all areas/other schools. A member asked if there will be issues with after school activities for 
children who are bussed (e.g. if there is no bus service after school hours). Another member 
mentioned they have the same experience in their school and said participation does not 
diminished; parents find other ways of transporting their children. Staff mentioned there are grants 
for physical activities and schools are applying for a grant to cover extra bus transportation.  

 

A committee member raised a question around air quality at FJHS that they had heard from a 
parent. Staff reported that HRSB Operations are having air quality testing done right now. There had 
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been a problem with a mechanical bathroom fan across from one room resulting in an odour in that 
area. This was dealt with through the JOHS committee. It was asked if there was any mould 
problems. Staff confirmed that there are no mould issues. Washrooms in the school were closed the 
other day because bearings were being changed/repaired on fans from the roof – this had nothing 
to do with air quality.  

 

Action: Staff will follow up on the testing and report back to the committee. 

 

A committee member asked if the group could outline what will be better/worse for PW students if 
the 278 students in question move out. For example, would the portables be gone, possibly more 
space to improve classrooms, regain a core French classroom, music room, etc. The PW 
representative stated that students still receive quality education and programming regardless of 
space.  

 

Bedford South representatives relayed their experience of moving from P9 to P6 configuration.  For 
them, this resulted in a former temporary classroom space now being used for quiet space, no lunch 
shifts (all eat at same time), a core French room, music is in a classroom and not on the stage 
anymore, new technology, etc. They found that not having Junior High level there is actually a 
benefit for elementary students in some respects i.e. not seeing or hearing things inappropriate for 
their age.  The Grade 6’s have more mentoring opportunities now as well.  

 

Scenario 2 (Grade reconfiguration to a P-6:   a) remove northern portion into CPJH using Langbrae 
as boundary: 168 move. b) Move 110 to FJHS using Langbrae as southern boundary.): FJHS criteria 
would be the same as discussed in Scenario 1 for those students moving to FJHS in this scenario. 

Clayton Park Junior High (CPJH): 

 Long term viability (5 years):  CPJH confirmed that the number of children in this scenario 
can be accommodated.  

 Enrolment trend/potential growth:  numbers can fit in the building; could get 5 more 
classrooms with full facilities. 

 Use of space that is disused due to enrolment decline: As mentioned CPJH does have space 
to accommodate students in this scenario.   

  All three schools would be within their building capacity and be able to fully utilize their 
facilities. 
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1. No decision has been made yet. 

2. The Committee has now reviewed two scenarios for Park West. 

  

 Policy C.010/Diversity:supports the policy however CPJH is not currently wheelchair 
accessible 

 Impact on affected students and communities: CPJH closer geographically to PW 
community; would be splitting a group of students out of PW and then splitting them again 
– possibly more of a negative impact 

 Impact on delivery of programs:  offering same programs as FJSH, EAL,YMCA program, keep 
science, computer labs, resource and learning centres.  

 Family of schools/structure of the Board:   stays the same/no impact.  

 Clarity & consistency of boundary:  clear and maps can be provided 

 Student transportation & safety: As per the transportation policy. 

 

The FJHS SAC Chair reported that there were reservations at the FJHS meeting that the numbers would 
be tight; however, the committee did not have the information that Terry presented tonight.  

The Chair asked for feedback from the whole Committee on preferences as to whether they would 
prefer to keep the students together in a tighter environment as a group or split them up.  

A question rose about numbers and safety in schools. It was noted that they would like to come back to 
this question at the appropriate time.  

 

 

 

3. KEY MESSAGES 
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NEXT MEETING: MARCH 27TH, CP ALLEN HIGH SCHOOL 

 


